
The Effects of Different Temperatures on the Corrosion of a Nail

Research Question Data

procedure Conclusion

Will temperature affect the speed and 
quantity of rust formation on an iron nail 
placed in water?

1. The nails and containers with water were 
weighed before beginning the experiment.
2. The nails were placed inside the containers 
with water and put into two different rooms 
with different temperatures.
3. Data was taken about the amount and 
speed of rust for the following weeks.
4. The data collected answered the research 
question.
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The team wanted to find out whether or not temperature would affect the speed and formation of rust over a given period of time.
The team then developed an experiment to find out If temperature would affect rust formation on common metal nails. We put nails

in water and set one in a place at room temperature and another in place at about (35 degrees F). The nails were measured every day 
for a week.
There were two trials run.

The first 1-week trail was run. After the first couple of days the hypothesis seemed to be wrong. This is because the nail set in the 
colder temperature seemed to be gaining more mass with its rust formation about 0.03 grams. After the week was over however, the
nail set in room temperature did end up gaining more rust and therefore more mass. The hypothesis proved to be true. The second
trial was run the same way. The only difference now was that the nails were set all day in their different locations as before i t 
was only part of the day. Again, our hypothesis proved to be true.

The data collected from this testing can be used to understand a new aspect to rust prevention . This is because when coming up with 
new ways to prevent rust on common metals one will be able to factor In temperature. This can be useful since there might be metals 
with properties that prevent rust.

In summary, metals in colder temperatures will rust slower that metals in high temperatures.



Introduction to Rust on Metals

Rust can be a nuisance when working with metals and metal tools. 
Finding ways to minimize rust formation on common cheap metals like 
iron and zinc which are commonly found in tools such as nails or 
hammers. Because many of these tools are commonly left outside and 
exposed to humidity and rain these materials can quickly rust over a short 
period of time . Before finding a solution to this issue however, finding 
some of the causes of fast rust formation is important.

Photo Credits: https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/car-rust-corrosion-damage-road-salt-438498895
https://all-free-download.com/free-photos/rust-images.html
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Rational and Background Research Rusting Metals

Finding some of the conditions that can lead to faster or more rust 
formation over a given period of time. Some researchers found that 
contaminated water can also lead to similar results(Jung and Park). There 
Might be other factors, like temperature, that might be leading to high level 
of corrosion, and it would be helpful to understand them.



Research Question

The question of this experiment is to find out if rust will form faster and in 
higher quantities in room temperature compared to colder temperatures.

Photo Credits: https://all-free-download.com/free-photos/temperature.html



Hypothesis

• It is believed that the nails 
left to rust in the room 
temperature will rust faster 
and show larger quantities of 
rust at the end of the trails. It 
is unknown how significant 
this change of mass added by 
rust will be.

Photo Credits: Microsoft 365 Stock Images



Methods for Testing the Nails for Corrosion

• M

Metal nails are placed in 
containers with water to 
oxidize

These containers are 
placed in consistent 
temperatures , which are 
71* f and ~40

Daily checks of weight take 
place and are graphed 
against each other to show 
the difference

The results were then 
recorded and graphed



How the oxidation process happens

Image Source: https://xapps.xyleminc.com/Crest.Grindex/help/grindex/contents/Metals.htm

Chemical corrosion occurs when metals are exposed to air or water. The 
reaction with the oxygen in the metal causes electrons to form hydroxyl 
ions (OH), this is what we see as the the rust that falls off. The speed of 
rust is dependent on how able the electrons can flow from iron or oxygen. 
Therefore, some metals like aluminum rust quicker , there reaction with 
oxygen allows for more electrochemical reactions to occurs leading to 
more rust.



Data Graph for Week One
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The week 1 graph is showing that as the temperature decreased, subtlety 
the amount of mass added by rust decreased. Furthermore, when 
temperature increased so did the amount of mass created by rust over 
time.
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As one could see last week the nails at room temperature were able to 
surpass the nails in cold temperature by mass. However, and interestingly at 
day four the cold nail was able to surpass the mass of the room temperature 
nail by one tenth of a gram. This wasn't seen before in the previous week. 
Though the room temperature nail was ultimately able to surpass the cold 
nail in mass

Data Graph for Week Two 



Results

• In conclusion, the Room temperature nails, tarnished more than the 
Refrigerated nails.

• The oxidation was slower for the refrigerated nails, however the 
oxidation formed normally for the room temperature nails.

• The grams of rust for the room temperature nails was 
significantly further in weight than the refrigerated nails during the 
past two weeks, besides day four of the second week, where the 
refrigerated nails had corroded more than the room temperature 
ones.



Potential Errors in the Project

Some of the errors when finding our data might have come from the fact 
that during the first week of the experiment on our first trail, we had to 
transport the nails away from their designated areas to weigh them at 
school. This is because the only access we had to a weigh was at school 
and so this might have caused inconsistencies in our data collection. 
However, when the team ran the test from scratch again in the second 
week, we now had access to a weigh so we could keep the nails in their 
designated areas for the entire day. When this happened, we were the 
same general data was equivalent to the previous week therefor proving 
that if there were any errors in the data collection, they were minimal.

.



Discussion

Main Goals Expectations

Challenges Outcomes

• The main goal was figuring out how 
the process concurred and how it 
would transform in different 
temperatures, would there be 
different quantities and sizes of rust 
and does the temperature effect it?

• Room temperature rust to not differ 
from normal expectations.

• The refrigerated nails were going to 
produce less, but in which ways? As 
they were being froze to not be able 
to produce as much rust, but how 
would the nails produce instead?

• The measurement process of 
the rust.

• Finding containers that were 
equivalent to each other so no 
worries of imbalance.

• The room temperature nails 
formed larger quantities of rust 
than the refrigerated nails.

• The refrigerated nails couldn't 
oxidate due to the lower 
temperature.



Conclusion

The team wanted to find out whether or not temperature would affect the speed and formation of rust 
over a given period of time. The team then developed an experiment to find out If temperature would 
affect rust formation on common metal nails. We put nails in water and set one in a place at room 
temperature and another in place at about (35 degrees F). The nails were measured every day for a week.
There were two trials run.

The first 1-week trail was run. After the first couple of days the hypothesis seemed to be wrong. This is 
because the nail set in the colder temperature seemed to be gaining more mass with its rust formation 
about 0.03 grams. After the week was over however, the nail set in room temperature did end up gaining 
more rust and therefore more mass. The hypothesis proved to be true. The second trial was run the same 
way. The only difference now was that the nails were set all day in their different locations as before it was 
only part of the day. Again, our hypothesis proved to be true.

The data collected from this testing can be used to understand a new aspect to rust prevention . This is 
because when coming up with new ways to prevent rust on common metals one will be able to factor In 
temperature. This can be useful since there might be metals with properties that prevent rust.

In summary, metals in colder temperatures will rust slower that metals in high temperatures.



Next Steps

This knowledge of how the oxidation of nails under different 
temperatures of water is crucial to understanding how we could 
comeback this or mitigate the effect of metals dissolving. We could then 
take in other variables like unclean water like in marshes, or different 
regions in the world to experiment on temperatures.

Continuing to analyzing all variables that lead to the oxidation of metal is 
valuable research in understand what could be done to prevent oxidation 
that can be found in anything from cars to tools etc. This includes taking 
in new variables like buildings that are significant to the nation, like 
bridges to make sure an incident of collapsing would never happen.

The next variable(s) that can be brought into this research could be 
different areas of the land, with high temperatures that is wet, and low 
temperature places so the next step can be bringing in synthetics to stop 
rust, and slowly result to more natural stoppages of rust.
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